A Fact for Drinking Men.—On a certain Saturday night a few weeks since (as we learn from the New Haven Fountain,) ten men were gathered together in a grog shop in the town Weston where they spent the evening in drinking.

At the end of one week from that time three of those ten men were in the drunkard's grave, having died of delirium tremens! Before the conclusion of a second week, two others of the number died with the same disease, and at the latest accounts three more were suffering under its horrors! Pause and ponder, ye who seek the intoxicating cup for gratification, ere it be forever too late!—True American.

The following, from the New Jersey State Gazette not only shows that New Jersey is the hunting ground for Southern slaveholders, but that she has on her soil beings that are owned as Citizens enjoying offices under the laws of the State who are willing to do the dirty work of Southern blood-hounds for the human Hymens of the South. Read it Jerseyman and say no more that you have nothing to do with Slavery.